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Superior recent 1: 1200 “Never-were” releases from front to back:
B306 ADMIRAL class, British CB 1939; A149 B65-1, The American “D”, U.S. BB; A152 ILLINOIS, U.S. Missile BB 1950’s (Paint jobs by Jeff Clarke)

MEMO FROM PETE PASCHALL
We’ve got a full plate for you in this issue! You’ll find
some new Superior WWII ships and a host of “Never-were”
reissues many of which have not been available for years.
Shipments are coming in from Navis/Neptun, Saratoga
and Argos. Yes, not as fast as we would like but the
situation does seem to be improving. You can order with
confidence that you will get what you want. As always, in
this hobby the watchword is “Patience!”
Many of our customers maintain “Wish Lists” (Backorder
lists) with us. This is the fastest way to get what you
want. Whenever a shipment comes in, we immediately fill
the backorders for what it contained. Your order is also a
vote which influences production schedules. If you have
such a list with us, we will be glad to review it with you
adding whatever you wish. Just give us a call.
Don’t forget to check our Facebook Page regularly.
You’ll find photos of some stunning paint jobs and by all
means, post your paint jobs. Doesn’t matter if they’re not
Rembrandts and by the way, if you got a question
about assembling, painting or anything else having
to do with the hobby, post it on our Website. There
are no dumb questions. Our customers are pretty
nice guys and would be glad (more than glad!) to

comment on them.
Would like to review the steps in producing a new model
and why the photos of it take a while to get published.
Together with Wayne Smith, we decide what the new
ships will be. They are generally in threes which will fit
in a mold together. We let you know what’s coming in
the Report. When Wayne has completed the “Masters”, he
sends them to our producer who molds and casts them.
Castings are sent to us and our painter who paints and
photos them and sends this photos to us. Each step can
take several weeks to complete. We send out the orders
for them and publish the photos from the painter on our
Facebook page and when in the next Report. So that’s
why the photos come in after the new models have been
announced.
Once again, it’s time to recognize the impact that Wayne
Smith has had upon the Superior line. Without him, there
would be no new models. Lost count on how many new
WWI & WWII models he has done over the years. It was
he that came up with the concept of doing “Never-were”
ships and his “The Fleet that never was” or “The Phantom
Fleet” which now numbers over 80…and the good news is
that there are more to come! So on your behalf, I’d like to
give him a “Bravo Zulu”, which is the U.S. Navy’s signal
for “Well Done!”

Another Christmas is fast upon us. Time to remind
those with whom you exchange gifts that we have gift
certificates available…and time to remember “No. 1”!
Make sure you have additions to your fleet under your
own personal Christmas tree. As we head for our 57th
year in business, Sue, Pete Jr. and I want to thank you for
your orders and to wish you a Merry Christmas and a most
prosperous New Year.

SUPERIOR MODELS
New Superior 1:1200
I501
$34.50 AQUILA, Italian CV 1941 design
27,800T, 773”L, 30K, 8-5.3”,12-2.56’,
			
51 AC
Converted from the Italian liner SS ROMA; Was nearing
completion when Italy surrendered to the Allies in
September 1943 and construction was halted.
A505 $34.50 ENTERPRISE, U.S. CV 1945
A519 $34.50 TICONDEROGA (CV-14), U.S. CV 1945
Note: Lead ship of the “Long Hull” ESSEX class CV’s
Note: Photos of the above will appear on our
Facebook page and the next Report as soon as
they are ready.
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Superior’s 1:1200 B206, F3, British “Never-was” CB, 1920’s design (Paint job by Bobby Weymouth)

Superior’s 1:1200 A143 TIIMAN IV, U.S. BB 1916 design (Paint job by Bobby Weymouth)
Superior 1:1200 “Never-weres” reissues
A120 $32.50 SOUTH DAKOTA, U.S. BB 1921
45.000T, 684’L, 12-16”, 16-6”, 8-5”
A121 $32.50 SOUTH DAKOTA, U.S. BB 1923
45,000T. 684’L, 8-18”, 16-6”, 8-5”
The last of the U.S. Dreadnoughts which began with
NEVADA Three were to be laid down in 1917 and three
more in 1918. WWI delayed construction and they were
scrapped under the Washington Treaty
A135 $32.50 BB1917, U.S. BB 1917,
35,000T, 844’L, 10-16”, 22-6”
This was known as “Scheme 166” and was based on the
use of a PENNSYLVANIA hull . It was an excellent design
which could have and should have been built and would
have given the U.S. the best BB in the world but was
hamstrung by politics,
A137 $32.50 BB1934-2, U.S. BB 1934; 35,000T,
			
740’ L. 8-16”, 14-5, 14-5”, 16-1.1”
A138 $32.50 BB1937 XVI, U.S. BB, 1937 35,000T,
			
740 ‘L, 12-14”, 16-5” 1934
A209 $32.50 CC1933, U. S. CB1933 35,000T,
			
775’L. 19-14”, 16-5”/38
These three designs marked important milestones in the
fast battleship culminating in the design of the NORTH
CAROLINA. The 14” versions foreshadowed the SOUTH
DAKOTA/IOWA schemes. They would have been distinct
improvements to the U.S. battleline replacing the
NEVADA &PENNSYLVANIA’s. Ten years later ALASKA filled
the roles. these ships would have provided. XVI was the
final scheme leading to the NORTH CAROLINA design.
They would have been able to hold their own against any
enemy short of YAMATO.
A143 $37.50 TILLMAN IV, U.S. BB 1916
80,000T, 975’L, 24-16”, 16-6”
This is an alternate design from Superior’s previous
TILLMAN model (A126), both of which were done at the
request of the colorful Senator from SC, Ben “Pitchfork”
Tillman. The main battery was particularly unique in that
it was made up of four “Six-shooter”, 16” gun turrets
B206 $32.50 F3, British CB 1920’s 35,000T, 740’L,
			
9-15”, 8-6”, 32 – 2 pdr.
Numerous design studies to replace the G3 design
had been completed in 1921 as a part of the NELSON
preliminary designs. F3 was envisioned as a 15” ship that

could be reasonably well protected and achieve 28 knots.
In the end, the British settled for the 16: guns for the
NELSON condemning the design to 23 knots.
F109
$32.50 CLEMENCEAU, French BB 		
			
40,270T,813’L, 8-15”, 12-6”, 12-3.9”
This was the third design of the RICHELIEU series. Aircraft
facilities were to be deleted and the stern 6” mounts
were to be rearranged so the a broadside of 9-6” was still
retained with fewer guns.
R101 $34.50 SOVETSKY SOYUZ, Russian BB 1938
59,150T, 889”L, 9-16”, 12-6”, 8-3.9”,
			 32-37mm
This was generally acknowledged as the best of the
Russian BB designs. There were 16 planned but only
four started and none of them were completed. They
would have rivaled the U.S. MONTANA BB design and the
Japanese BB YAMATO.
R103 $34.50 Project 24 XIII, Russian BB 1938
72,950T, 825’L,16-5”, 48-45mm,
			 48-25mm
Plans for a successor to the SOYUZ were begun a 1939
but were interrupted by WWII. She was designed to be
superior to the MONTANA class (and was 20% larger).
This was the last real BB designed by any country and
would have been a formidable warship outclassing all
other BB’s existing at the time.
Superior 1:1200 “Never-weres” now in stock
Listed below are the Superior 1:1200 “Never-were”
models that are in stock at this writing or on order from
our metal casters.

RECENT SUPERIOR
1:1200 Never-Weres pictured in this issue.
A149 $34.50 B65-1, U.S. BB, “The American “D”
                
45,000T, 800’L, 31K 10-16”/50,
			 20-5”/38
A152 $34.50 ILLINOIS, U.S. Missile BB
			
(IOWA variant) 45.000T, 888’L, 6-16”
			
(2x3), 12-5”) 33K
B306 $29.50 ADMIRAL class, British CB.1939
			
design 21,750T, 650’L, 32K, 9-9.2”
			
(3 x 3), 12.4” (6 x 2)

A120 $32.50
A121 $32.50
A135 $32.50
A137 $32.50
A138 $32.50
A143 $37.50
A149 $34.50
A151 $34.50
A152 $34.50
			
A209 $32.50
B206 $32.50
B112 $32.50
B306 $29.50
D401 $29.50
F109
$32.50
I501   $34.50
J108   $32.50
J113 $34.50
J114 $32.50
J115 $32.50
J201   $32.50
R101 $34.50
			
R103 $34.50
			

SOUTH DAKOTA, U.S, BB 1921 12-16”
The above, 1923 with 8-18”
BB1917 10-16”
BB1934-2, U.S. BB 8-16”
BB XVI, U..S. BB 1934 12-14”
TILLMAN D1/D4, U.S. BB 1917 14-16’’
B65-1 U.S. BB 1930’s 10-16”
IOWA variant “CIP” 1940’s 9-16”
ILLINOIS, IOWA missile variant
1950’s
CC1933, U.S. CB 1933
F3, British CB 9-15”
Design N3, British BB 1921 9-15”
ADMIRAL class, British CB 1939
Design 1047, Dutch CB 1930’s 9-11.1”
CLEMENCEAU, French BB 8-15”
AQUILA, Italian CV 1941
TOSA, Japanese BB 1921 10-16”
Design A140/B2 (YAMATO), 8-20”
FUJIMOTO. Jap. BB 1930 9-16”
HIRAGA, Jap. BB 1930 10-16”
AMAGI, Japanese CB 1922 10-16”
SOVIETSKII SOYUZ, Russia BB
1938 9-16”
Project 24 XIII, Russian BB 1939
9-16”

Superior’s 1;1200 A143 TILLMAN IV, U.S. “Never-was” BB design, circa 1916; Photo & paint job by Wayne Smith

Superior’s 1:1200 R101 SOVETSKY SOYUZ, Russian “Never-was” design circa 1938; Photo & paint job by Wayne Smith

Superior’s 1:1200 F109 CLEMENCEAU, French “Never-was BB, 1930’s design (Paint job by Bob Weymouth)

COMING THIS SPRING
(Advanced orders being accepted)
When Spring comes,there will be the temptation to go
out and inhale the fresh air and throw some birdseed to
the Robins. But you won’t be able to because you will be
getting the three new ships below RFS (Ready for Sea) so
they can join your own personal fleet. Hope you’ll agree
that Wayne has come up with some great choices!
G106 $34.50 BISMARCK variant , German BB
42,000T, 814’L, 9 -15”, 16-5”
Garzke & Dulin in their monumental book Axis & Allied
Battleships envisioned that BISMARCK would have been
a superior ship with three 3-gun turrets rather than four.
All 5” secondary mounts would be on the main deck thus
reducing topside weight. The 55mm guns planned for
the 1945 DD’s mounted on this ship would provide wide
range heavy AA fire. The model is based on this design.
For more details, see Wayne’s write ups on our site.
G107 $32.50 GNEISENAU variant, German BB 1941
			
design 43,000T, 753’L, 6 -15”, 12-5.9”
Many changes were made to the ship while in Brest and
Gotenhaven in 1941 which included a new forecastle and
a new hanger. Rearming the ship with 15” guns (2 x 6)
was considered but never done. The model shows the ship
in this rig.

R104 $34.50 Gibbs & Cox Design “B”, Russian
			
BB/CV Hybrid 1938 61,840T, 980’L,
			
12-16”, 28-5”, 32-1”, 40 AC
This impressive ship was designed as a commerce surface
raider and not as a part of the battleline. This was
considered logical and practical by most navies at the
time. The design was ultimately rejected by the Soviets
as being too large for their existing naval infrastructure.
For more details on this design, consult Wayne Scarpaci ‘s
book Soviet Battleships 1933-1957 and of course Wayne
Smith’s write-up on our Site.
Superior 1:1200 Specials
Have some “specials” for you. Regular price first, sale
price last. Offer good until 1February 2022.
A305 NEW ORLEANS (CA-32), U.S. CA 1942 		
$17.50/$15.50
A410 HELENA (CL-50), U.S. CL 1942
$17.50/$15.50
B103 MALAYA, British BB 1943
$24.50/$21.50
F102
COURBET, French BB 1939
$24.50/21.50
I402
GARIBALDI, Italian CL 1940
$17.50/15.50

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Just before we went to press with this edition, we were
informed by our model caster that the price of pewter
(from which these models are made) has increased . Obviously, this means that we have to raise our prices. However, we don’t have any specific numbers at this time and
had to go to press with this edition. So current prices
apply until you hear otherwise. The details will be posted
on our website under “What’s new” and on our Facebook
page. Nothing has been heard from Navis/Neptun but
they are using essentially the same metal so we’ll just
have to see what happens. We regret that we are not immune to the current inflation problems facing the country
and would like to point out that we have not raised our
prices in the last fifteen years.
Please note that we are now required to have the three
digit security number on all charge orders.

REMINDERS
This and previous issues of the Report can be found on
our website by clicking “What’s new.”
Current Superior and Navis/Neptun in-stock lists are
available. We will be glad to email them to you upon
request.

CART NOT IN SERVICE, ORDER BY PHONE TOLL-FREE 1-800-446-4422 OR EMAIL ALNAVCO@ESVA.NET

Superior’s 1:1200 A120/ SOUTH DAKOTA, U.S. “Never-was” BB 1921 design, available with 12-16”& 8-18” (Paint job by Bob Weymouth)

Superior’s 1:1200 A135 B1917, U.S. “Never-was” BB 1917 design (Paint job by Bob Weymouth)

Superior’s 1:1200 A137 BB1934-2, U.S. “Never-was” BB, 1934 design (Paint job by Bob Weymouth)

Superior’s 1:1200 A138 BB1937 XVI, U.S. “Never-was” BB 1937 design (Paint job by Bob Weymouth)

Superior’s 1:1200 A209 CC1933, U.S. CC 1933 design
(Paint job by Bob Weymouth)

Superior’s 1:1200 B306 ADMIRAL class, British “Never-was”
CB 1939 design (Paint job by Jeff Clarke)

